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Abstract

Piccirillo recently discovered a process that can be applied to an unknotting number one knot to
convert it into a different knot called a Piccirillo dual. Piccirillo duals have been shown to have the same
n-trace and the same sliceness. However, exploration and knowledge of this process is limited. We were
able to generate the Piccirillo duals for several low-crossing number knots. We offer the foundation for
and explain how to follow the Piccirillo process and generate Piccirillo duals. This talk assumes little
knowledge of knot theory and concisely gives newcomers a clear introduction to get started working with
Piccirillo duals.
Key Words: Mathematics, Math, Knot Theory, Handleslide, Piccirillo, Piccirillo’s Trick, Piccirillo
Dual

Introduction
We studied knot theory and applied the recently discovered Piccirillo’s trick to several simple knots to
try to gain a better understanding of them. The aim of this thesis is to concisely and clearly explain
what we have learned so that other undergraduate students can get started quickly in studying Knot
Theory and using Piccirillo’s trick.

What is a Knot?
Intuitively, a knot is a way to tie a string such that when the ends are pulled apart the string does not
untangle. The topological definition of a knot is similar, except the ends are connected together and
topologists ignore knots created by friction (there are real life knots that do not meet the topological
definition and are actually held together by friction rather than by the fact that they are untangle-able!).
A knot is a closed loop that cannot be untangled without cutting to produce the unknot [1]. The unknot
is a closed loop[1]. See figure 1.

Figure 1: The Unknot

An example knot, this one is called the Trefoil; see figure 2: No matter what you do there is no way

Figure 2: The Trefoil Knot

to transform the Trefoil knot into the unknot without cutting. We will see why in section 5.
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Transformations
Defining the different types of transformations that can be done to a knot allows topologists to provide
clear steps for how to transform a knot into a different projection (or picture) of the knot. There are 4
ways in which we can transform knots:

1. Planar isotopy
2. Reidemeister I
3. Reidemeister II
4. Reidemeister III

A planar isotopy is any change to the knot that does not alter the crossings [1]. See figure 3. Planar
isotopies may seem unimportant, but they allow topologists to change the projection of a knot to one
that may be neater or easier to look at.

Figure 3: A planar isotopy of the unknot

A Reidemeister I move or RI move allows adding or removing a twist [1]. See figure 4.

Figure 4: An RI move performed on the unknot

A Reidemeister II move or RII move allows sliding a strand under or over another strand to add
or remove 2 crossings [1]. See figure 5.
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Figure 5: An RII move performed on the unknot
A Reidemeister III move or RIII move allows sliding a strand under or over another crossing [1].
See figure 6.

Figure 6: An RIII move performed on a modified unknot

Reidemeister proved that, with Reidemeister moves and planar isotopy that one projection of a knot
can be changed into any other projection of the same knot [1]. The proof of this is beyond the scope
of this paper, so we will take this as an axiom. Unfortunately, Reidemeister’s proof does not tell how
to change one projection into another, nor does it bound the number of moves necessary (just that the
number of moves required will be finite) [1]. These transformations allow saying some interesting things
about projections of knots. See figure 7.

Figure 7: An example of changing a trefoil-like projection into the unknot. The top right crossing has
been changed from the original trefoil to get the unknot. See figure 2
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Corollary 3.1. For any knot, there exists a natural number a such that for all b ≥ a there exists a
projection with b crossings.
Proof. We know that knots have some number of crossings they must have, we will let this be a. To
get an arbitrary number of crossings we can repeatedly do an RI move to add 1 crossing each time by
selecting a region of the knot that has no crossing to do an RI move on.

Invariants
There is no way to transform the trefoil into the unknot. However, there is no way to show this with
transformations. An arbitrary number of transformations could be done to the trefoil and it could
possibly be one transformation away from the unknot. In essence, there is no way to know for sure that
it is impossible to transform the trefoil into the unknot with what we have discussed so far. Invariants
allow topologists to show, for a fact, that the trefoil and the unknot are fundamentally different.
An invariant is a way to classify a knot such that it will always be classified the same way no matter
what projection. In essence, a knot’s invariant classification cannot be changed by a transformation.

4.1

Tricolorabillity

One of the easiest invariants to use is tricolorabillity. The tricolorabillity invariant classifies a knot as
tricolorable if each strand can be colored such that
1. Each crossing has either three colors or only one color.
2. The knot is not mono-colored.
See figure 8 for examples of acceptable colorings. The unknot has 0 crossings and only one strand.
Therefore the unknot is not tricolorable as it must be mono-colored. The trefoil, however, is tricolorable.
See figure 9. Since the trefoil is tricolorable we now know that it is distinct from the unknot.
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Figure 8: An example of of acceptable options for tricoloring a crossing

Here is one way to show the trefoil is tricolorable:

Figure 9: The trefoil is tricolorable

One can show that tricolorabillity or any invariant is an invariant by showing that Reidemeister moves
do not alter it. See, for example pages 24 and 25 of Adams [1].
Unfortunately, tri-colorabillity does not give a complete picture. First, any other knot that is also
tri-colorable could be equivalent to the trefoil. Similarly, any knot that is not tri-colorable could be
equivalent to the unknot. This problem is true for all knot invariants which is why it is important have
a wide variety to use.

4.2

Unknotting Number

The most important invariant for using Piccirillo’s trick is the unknotting number. The unknotting
number is the number of crossings that must be changed to get the unknot [1]. The trefoil is unknotting
number one, for example. However, Unknotting number is quite difficult to compute as not all projections
of a knot are equal. Some projections can require changing more crossing changes than the minimum
[1]. Fortunately, finding an unknotting number one knot is significantly easier than other unknotting
numbers. This is because if we can change one crossing to get the unknot we know that the unknotting
number is at most one. From there we simply need to show that the knot in question is not the unknot
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(unknotting number zero) which we can leverage other invariants like tricolorabillity to do. Unknotting
number is important to Piccirillo’s trick as only knots with unknotting number 1 can be used.
Remark. The trefoil is unknotting number one.
Proof. From figure 2 to the first picure in figure 7 only one crossing is changed. From there, Reidemeister
moves are performed in figure 7 to reach the unknot.

Writhe
Writhe is a way to describe the crossings of a knot. We can compute writhe by putting an orientation of
on the knot and then label a crossing positive or negative based on which way the crossings go [1]. We
add 1 for positive crossings and subtract one for negative crossings. See figure 10 for an example. To
add an orientation on a knot we simply add arrows onto the knot such that when we follow a strand all
the way around all the arrows point the same way.

Figure 10: An example of a positive and negative crossing

As an example, the writhe of the trefoil is +3. See figure 11

Figure 11: A trefoil with an orientation. Each crossing is a positive crossing
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Notice that writhe DOES change when we perform a RI move. Because of this, we cannot use writhe
as an invariant as we can change the writhe of any knot to be any arbitrary number we like. See figure
12

Figure 12: An example of how writhe changes with a RI move

Handleslides & Cancellations
6.1

Handleslides

From a purely serviceable perspective, a handleslide is a special type of transformation we can do that
allows us to manipulate knots in 4-dimensional way. To perform a handleslide, draw a frame around the
two components you want to handlesldle. Then draw a band between the two framings somewhere (the
choice of where we place the band can give us different results). From here you can now delete one of the
original knot components. Then redraw a frame around the result. See figure 13 for a simple example
of a handleslide.

Figure 13: An example of a handleslide of two unknots

As a more formal explanation of a handleslide, consider a Link L = k1 ∪ k2 , that is to say L is a link
of two components, where k1 and k2 are framed. A framing is a “push-off” from the knot that can twist
around the original knot arbitrarily. A knot and its frame are equivalent when looked at individually. Let
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b be a band connecting k1 and k2 . After resolving the band by taking the band sum and drawing a new
framing of the new knot we are left with a new framed knot k1′ . This processes of changing L = k1 ∪ k2
into L′ = k1′ ∪ k2 is called a handleslide of k1 over k2 . This definition is also somewhat informal, the goal
is to give the reader an intuitive understanding and the ability to perform handleslides. See figure 14 for
a more complicated example of a handleslide.

Figure 14: An example of a more complicated handleslide that shows that the starting picture and ending
picture are handleslide equivalent

6.2

Cancellations

Another important 4-dimensional transformation we can do is a cancellation of a dotted unknot link.
We will also only cover this from a servicable perspective. We can cancel a dotted component and the
component it links if they are simply linked and the dotted component is the unknot. In other words,
the dotted component and the other component share exactly two crossings that are not identical, the
the dotted component does not link any other component (i.e. The dotted component does not share
crossings with any other component), and the dotted component is the unknot. This does mean that the
non-dotted component may be knots or link each other in any way we wish. See figure 15 for a simple
example.
Figure 16 is a non-example. Cancellation cannot occur because the red component also links the
green component.
Figure 17 is also a non-example. Cancellation cannot occur because the red component has an
additional two crossing with the blue component.
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Figure 15: The red and blue components can be cancelled because they are simply linked and red is a
dotted component. The standalone green unknot is the result

Figure 16: The red component links both the blue and the green component and therefore cancellation
cannot occur.

Figure 17: The red component links both the blue component, but has more than two crossings and
therefore cancellation cannot occur.

Piccirillo’s Trick
Given a knot k ⊂ S 3 (S 3 is the one point compactification of R3 , visually this would be gluing the
surfaces of two spheres together, but this is not easily drawn). If k is an n-framed knot in S 3 , k gives
rise to a 4-manifold called the n-trace, xn (k). Piccirillo showed that: Given a knot k with unknotting
number 1, there exists a procedure to produce a new knot k ′ (the Piccirillo Dual of k) with the property
that x0 (k) ∼
= x0 (k ′ ) [3]. Piccirillo also showed that k is slice if and only if k ′ is slice [3]. Piccirillo used
this to establish that the Conway Knot, K11n34, is not slice by showing (instead) that its dual is not
slice [3].
Piccirillo’s trick procedure:
1 Find a knot with unknotting number 1 [3].
2 Draw a dotted framed link such that the dotted component considered on its own is the unknot,
and it twists over the original knot a number of times equal to the writhe of the knot +2 [3]. The
dotted framed link should follow the original knot except for at the unknotting crossing [3].
3 Draw an unknot linked to the dotted framed link [3].
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4 Handleslide the knot over the dotted framed link [3].
5 Repeat step 4 with the result [3].
6 Handleslide the unknot component over the knot, an isotopy must be performed beforehand to
make the dotted framed link into an unknot as well [3].
7 Perform istopies and cancel the framed link and the original knot to get a Piccirillo dual [3].
It is significantly easier to understand this process by following the visual explanation below. See figure
18.

Figure 18: The Piccirillo trick procedure. The blue component is the unknotting number one knot. The
red is the dotted framed link. The orange arrow shows where the crossing differs on the red component
compared to the blue component.
In our research we explored Piccirillo’s trick on low crossing number knots. We used the KLO software
to generate pictures of the process. We also used KLO automatically perform the necessary handleslides.

Results
8.3

The Trefoil is its own Piccirillo Dual

Theorem 8.2. The trefoil is its own Piccirillo Dual.
Proof. To prove this we just need to follow the steps in order.

1. Ensure that the Trefoil is not the unknot: This has already been done previously and is therefore
omitted, see figure 7.
2. Ensure that the Trefoil is unknotting number 1. This has already been done previously and is
therefore omitted, see figure 9.
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3. Setup to perform Piccirillo’s trick. See figures 19 and 20

Figure 19: The trefoil has a writhe of +3, so therefore our writhe section has one twist. The orange
arrow shows where the crossing is changed on the red component.

Figure 20: This is a redrawn version of 19 so that the crossings can be more easily seen.

4. Perform first handleslide. See figure 21.

Figure 21: The result after the first handleslide.

5. Perform second handleslide. See figure 22.

Figure 22: The result after the second handleslide.
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6. Perform third handleslide. See figure 23.

Figure 23: The result after the 3rd handleslide.
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7. Cancel red component. See figure 24.

Figure 24: After cancellation we get the trefoil.

8.4

The 41 knot is its own Piccirillo Dual

Theorem 8.3. The 41 knot is its own Piccirillo Dual.
Proof. Again we will just follow the steps.
1. Show that the 41 knot is not the unknot. We can take this as an axiom provided by both Adams
[1] and Knot Info [2]. However, we can expand our definition of tricolorabillity to n-colorabillity.
We say that a knot is n-colorable if at each crossing, if a and b are understrand labels, and c is
the overstrand label, a + b ≡ 2c mod n, and more than one color is used (so the unknot will never
be n-colorable). Similarly to tricolorabillity, n-colorabillity is also a knot invariant. We will let
a = yellow, b = green, c = red, and d = blue in the below drawing of the 41 knot. See figure 25.

Figure 25: The 41 knot is 5-colorable.

From this picture we will get the following equations:
• c + d ≡ 2a mod 5
• a + b ≡ 2c mod 5
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• a + d ≡ 2b mod 5
• b + c ≡ 2d mod 5 from the figure.
Then one solution is:
• a ≡ 0 mod 5
• b ≡ 1 mod 5
• c ≡ 3 mod 5
• d ≡ 2 mod 5
Since we found a solution we know that the 41 knot is 5-colorable and is therefore not the unknot.
2. Ensure that 41 is unknotting number 1. See figure 26. Knot Info also confirms this [2].

Figure 26: The 41 knot can be changed to the unknot with one crossing change.

3. Setup for Piccirillo’s trick. See figure 27.
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Figure 27: The writhe of the 41 knot is zero, so we need two positive twists. The orange arrow shows
where the crossing is changed on the red component.

4. Perform first handleslide. See figure 28.

Figure 28: The result after the first handleslide.

5. Perform second handleslide. See figure 29.

Figure 29: The result after the second handleslide.
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6. Perform third handleslide. See figure 30.

Figure 30: The result after the third handleslide.

7. Cancel red component. See figure 31.

Figure 31: After cancellation we get a different, but equivalent version of the 41 knot [1].

8.5

Remark About the Piccirillo Dual of 51

Remark. The Piccirillo dual for the 51 knot is unknown and may not exist. Piccirillo’s trick requires an
unknotting number one knot for the process to work. The 51 knot is unknotting number two [2]. Therefore
we have skipped finding the Piccirillo dual for 51 . While it may be possible to expand Piccirillo’s trick to
unknotting number two knots we were unable to do so in our research.
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8.6

The 52 knot is its own Piccirillo Dual

Theorem 8.4. The 52 knot is its own Piccirillo dual.
Proof. Again we will simply follow the steps to show this.
1. Show that the 52 knot is not the unknot. Again we may take this as an axiom from Adams [1] or
Knot Info [2]. However, we can show that the 52 knot is 7-colorable. We will let a = red,b = blue,
c = yellow, d = green, and e = orange in figure 32.

Figure 32: The 52 knot is 7-colorable.

From the figure we get the following equations:
• b + c ≡ 2a mod 7
• a + d ≡ 2c mod 7
• b + e ≡ 2d mod7
• d + c ≡ 2e mod 7
• a + e ≡ 2b mod 7
Then we have that one possible solution is:
• a ≡ 0 mod 7
• b ≡ 1 mod 7
• c ≡ 6 mod 7
• d ≡ 5 mod 7
• e ≡ 2 mod 7
2. Show that 52 is unknotting number one. See figure 33. Knot Info also confirms this [2].
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Figure 33: The 52 knot is unknotting number one.

3. Setup for Piccirillo’s trick. See figure 34.

Figure 34: The 52 knot has writhe of five so we need three negative twists. The orange arrow shows
where the crossing is changed on the red component.

4. Perform first handleslide. See figure 35.

Figure 35: The result after the first handleslide.
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5. Perform second handleslide. See figure 36.

Figure 36: The result after the second handleslide.

6. Perform third handleslide. See figure 37.

Figure 37: The result after the third handleslide.

7. Cancel the red component. See figure 38.

Figure 38: The result after cancellation. We get an different but equivalent diagram of the 52 knot [1].

Conclusion and Products
This research paper should allow knot theorists to get started working with Piccirillo’s duals quickly
starting from little to no knot theory background.
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This research has produced several helpful results for knot theorists such as the Piccirillo duals for
the unknotting number one knots up to 52 . Furthermore, the research has produced a new tool for knot
theorists to quickly draw braids into KLO (a program for automatically doing handleslides), functionality
that originally did not exist. This should allow knot theorists to more easily and more efficiently perform
research in the future.

9.7

Braid Maker Code and Documentation

The code for the Braid Maker program is included in the LaTeX file. The Braid Maker code was created
in order to allow knot theorists to easily transfer there work from SnapPy to KLO. KLO has no way
to import a SnapPy diagram. The Braid Maker program takes in a braid word that can be gotten
from SnapPy and then draws the braid directly into KLO. Please note that at the time of writing the
Braid Maker program is a “living” project and that what is written here may change. For the latest
documentation information please see the README.md file included with the code. You can find the
latest version of the code by clicking here or by searching GitHub for BraidMaker and selecting the
repository owned by Gabriel Adams (at the time of writing there is at least one other repository that is
owned by my personal GitHub account which will have untested and potentially unstable code).
Setup:
1. Download the Braid.py, you can find it attached to this LaTeX document.
2. Install python3 and add it to path, there should be some tutorial you can find online on how to do
this.
3. Open your terminal and install pyautogui by typing ”pip install pyautogui” and press enter

Running:
(You should have KLO open before continuing)
1. Change the terminal path to the folder that has Braid.py. To do this in windows type ”cd path to
the folder goes here” and press enter
2. Type python Braid.py (If you have python 2 also installed you may have to type python3 Braid.py)
and press enter
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3. The program will start and ask for a braid word. You do not need to include brackets, and do not
include spaces. For example, for the trefoil type 1,1,1. For the 41 knot type 1,-2,1,-2. For 52 type
1,1,1,2,-1,2.
4. If the braid word is invalid the program will throw an error and stop.
5. The program will then print some information to the terminal as well as an ASCII art representation
of the braid.
6. The program will ask for the x and y pixel positions of where to start drawing from.
7. Type the pixel positions and hit enter
8. The program will move the mouse to the specified position and ask if the starting position is
acceptable.
9. Type 1 for yes and anything else for no and hit enter.
10. The program will have a short delay before it starts drawing. Change focus to KLO and maximize
KLO’s window during the delay
11. Let go of the mouse and wait for it to draw.
Emergency Stop: Since the program takes control of your mouse there are some failsafes setup if it
starts malfunctioning. If the program starts drawing outside of the KLO drawing area change to the
terminal window and press CTRL+C. On Line 7 ”mouse.PAUSE = 2.5” sets the amount of time between
mouse movements in seconds you can change this or omit it to draw as fast as possible (you can open the
file in an ide or just notepad to edit that line). If you have it set to draw as fast as possible you will likely
not be able to open the console window, to stop the program you will need to move the mouse to the
top left corner quickly to abort the program, but this can be a bit inconsistent so we would recommend
testing a braid with a reasonable delay before drawing at full speed. If you need to cancel the terminal
inputs you can press CTRL+C and that will stop the program. Note: The program can only draw as
tall as the KLO window, there is not panning implemented yet so long braid words may cause issues.
Functions explanations:

1. startBraid(size) - Initiates the start of a braid given a size.
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2. printBraid(visual) - Prints a braid neatly given the representation of the braid visual.
3. leftOver(visual,overStrand,size) - Creates a crossing that causes the overstrand to move left and
cross over the adjacent strand.
4. rightOver(visual,overStrand,size) - Creates a crossing that causes overstrand to move right and
cross over the adjacent strand
5. genBraid(braid,visual,size) - Generates the visual braid given the braid word and size.
6. mouseSetup() - Sets up the starting mouse position.
7. drawLeftDiag(x,y,spacing,length,toggle) - Draws a left diagonal either over or under depending on
the state of toggle.
8. drawRightDiag(x,y,spacing,length,toggle) - Draws a right diagonal either over or under depending
on the state of toggle.
9. drawNoCross(x,y,length) - Draws a vertical line
10. connectStrands(loc,visual,spacing,length) - Connects the ends of the braid together. It does this
by simply drawing vertical lines from one end to another. This is not the typical way of drawing
braids, but it is equivalent.
11. drawBraid(loc,visual,spacing,length) - Leverages the other draw functions to draw a braid using
the visual array as instructions

Some brief examples of input and output are shown below:
Input braid word:1,1,1
Console output:
Enter␣a␣braid␣word:1,1,1
[1,␣1,␣1]
Your␣braid!
/+\
/+\
/+\
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|␣|
[1,␣1,␣1]
Enter␣mouse␣starting␣x␣position:900
Enter␣mouse␣starting␣y␣position:900
Enter␣1␣if␣position␣is␣acceptable:1
It␣will␣take␣approximately␣4.0␣seconds␣to␣draw␣this␣braid.
Drawing output:

See figure 39.

Figure 39: The drawing output which is the braid for the trefoil.

This is the braid for the trefoil.
Input braid word:-1,-2,-2,-1,-2,-2,-2
Console output:
Enter␣a␣braid␣word:-1,-2,-2,-1,-2,-2,-2
[-1,␣-2,␣-2,␣-1,␣-2,␣-2,␣-2]
Your␣braid!
[’/’,␣’-’,␣’\\’,␣’␣’,␣’|’]
[’|’,␣’␣’,␣’/’,␣’-’,␣’\\’]
[’|’,␣’␣’,␣’/’,␣’-’,␣’\\’]
[’/’,␣’-’,␣’\\’,␣’␣’,␣’|’]
[’|’,␣’␣’,␣’/’,␣’-’,␣’\\’]
[’|’,␣’␣’,␣’/’,␣’-’,␣’\\’]
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[’|’,␣’␣’,␣’/’,␣’-’,␣’\\’]
|␣/-\
|␣/-\
|␣/-\
/-\␣|
|␣/-\
|␣/-\
/-\␣|
|␣|␣|
[-1,␣-2,␣-2,␣-1,␣-2,␣-2,␣-2]
Enter␣mouse␣starting␣x␣position:900
Enter␣mouse␣starting␣y␣position:900
Enter␣1␣if␣position␣is␣acceptable:1
It␣will␣take␣approximately␣12.0␣seconds␣to␣draw␣this␣braid.
Drawing output: See figure 40. This is the braid for the 725 link.

Figure 40: The drawing output which is the braid for the 725 link.

Code Repository Link: https://github.com/GabrielAdamsMath/BraidMaker

Further Inquiry
There are several open questions that have come about as a result of this research that may be well
worth exploring to further understand all the functionality of Piccirillo’s trick. They are listed below in
no-particular order.
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1. Can Piccirillo’s trick be generalized to work with knots with unknotting number 2 or arbitrarily
large unknotting number?
2. Are all the “twist” knots their own Piccirillo duals? Observing a few example it seems plausible.
Note that all of the knots in this paper are twist knots and their duals are themselves. See figure
41 for the general picture after the first handleslide of a twist knot.

Figure 41: The general picture that has been observed for several twist knots.

Also notice that figure 28 and 35 fit this general picture, or are equivalent to it.
3. Are there are other knot invariants that are preserved by Piccirillo’s trick besides sliceness? If so,
which ones?
4. What is the lowest crossing number knot that is not its own inverse?
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